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Summary
This abstract describes ongoing work in developing large-scale

knowledge repositories. The project addresses three primary as-
pects of such systems: integration of knowledge sources; access
and retrieval of stored knowledge; scalable, effective repositories.
Previous results have shown the effectiveness of description logic-
based representations in integrating knowledge sources and the
role of non-standard inferences in supporting repository reasoning
tasks. Current efforts include developing general-purpose mech-
anisms for adapting reasoning algorithms for optimized inference
under known domain structure and effective use of database tech-
nology as a large-scale knowledge base backend.

Knowledge Repositories
Modern scientific and engineering efforts rely on large vol-
umes of data and knowledge. It is therefore important to
support such efforts withknowledge repositories, significant
collections of domain knowledge and data collected from
disparate sources and providing a variety of access mecha-
nisms1. This goal faces a number of challenges, including:

• Integration. Repositories may, and ideally would, col-
lect data and knowledge from many sources. These
range from regular, automated input from sensor feeds
and databases to sporadic, user-driven contributions from
a wide variety of applications. Many will focus on dif-
ferent aspects of the domain, creating a heterogenous mix
of knowledge in the repository. In addition, sources that
do provide similar input will not be designeda priori to
function collectively. Input to the repository must be inte-
grated in order to develop a cohesive and useful whole.

• Access and Management.Repository users must be sup-
ported by a number of access and utilization mechanisms
to cope with its volume and complexity. This requires in-
terfaces beyond simple keyword querying services, driven
by more sophisticated analysis and knowledge discovery,
e.g. browsing through multiple categorizations based on
the data rather than labels. Similarly, management tasks,
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such as maintaining those categorizations, must be pro-
vided computationally to be practical.

• Scalability. Just as the complexity and volume of reposi-
tory knowledge make it necessary to provide automated
access and management tools, they also challenge the
ability to provide sophisticated services. Reasoning
mechanisms providing those capabilities must scale to
support large quantities of data and a inter-relationships.

Engineering design has been used in this work as the
context in which to study these problems. Many engineers
spend large portions of their time searching legacy data and
catalogs in pursuit of existing solutions which can be mod-
ified or assembled to solve new problems. In current prac-
tice these resources are often inadequate for working with
the large bodies of design knowledge involved. Browsing
is typically based on manually-constructed categorizations
which are error prone, difficult to maintain, and based on an
insufficiently dense hierarchy. Search is limited to keyword
scanning or matching on overly simplistic attributes.

This effort has focused on developing techniques and al-
gorithms for design repositories(Szykmanet al. 2000;
Szykman, Sriram, & Regli 2001), an evolution of tradi-
tional design databases that aim to overcome these limita-
tions through the application of knowledge representation .
Function, behavior, rationale, and other aspects of a design
are captured and reasoned on to enable search, categoriza-
tion, analysis aids, and other tasks in support of the engineer.

Representation, Reasoning, and Scalability

The approach taken in this work is rooted on domain ontolo-
gies expressed in description logics of limited expressivity,
e.g.ALEN. These ontologies are used in integrating knowl-
edge sources; supporting and defining repository inferences;
and optimizing reasoning based on domain structure as de-
fined by the ontology. Previously, this work has developed
ontologies of engineering function and associated repository
reasoning mechanisms (Kopena & Regli 2003b). The repre-
sentation captures functions and flows in electromechanical
designs and is based on informal representations developed
in engineering design research (Szykman, Racz, & Sriram
1999; Hirtzet al. 2001). Repository contributions are anno-
tated with a model of the artifact under this ontology.
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Such logics are not expressive enough to capture the se-
mantics of science and engineering domains. However, they
can describe many structural properties of the domain’s ob-
jects and define formally valid inferences. This aids in the
exchange of design knowledge, enabling input to be anno-
tated with a shared representation used by the repository to
integrate contributions. In addition, these semantics define
and lend themselves to a number of repository inferences.
Basic classification defines a sophisticated search mecha-
nism based on properties of objects and the relationships be-
tween them. New applications of non-standard inferences
such as most specific class (Küsters & Molitor 2000) and
least common subsumer induction (Küsters & Molitor 2001)
have also been shown in this work. These inferences pro-
vide for and specify a number of repository operations such
as query-by-example and knowledge-based categorization.

Currently, this work is addressing the scalability of such
reasoning. In addition to their accessible, object-oriented na-
ture, description logics are popular in large part because of
their decidability and efficient reasoning in practice. How-
ever, description logic reasoners are still challenged when
knowledge bases approach the size envisioned of realistic,
useful knowledge repositories. This concern is being ap-
proached in this work along three complementary directions:

• Parameterized reasoning.This project has also devel-
oped OWLJessKB (Kopena & Regli 2003a), a description
logic reasoner for the Ontology Web Language (OWL)2.
OWLJessKB implements sound but incomplete descrip-
tion logic reasoning within an expressive production sys-
tem. Initially, gross decisions were made as to which in-
ferences to support. Presumed unlikely and inefficient
inferences, such as classification of transitive properties
from closed role extensions, were excluded.
This notion is currently being explored in more depth in
the form of experiments evaluating fine-grained, run-time
control over supported inferences, allowing applications
to balance between expressiveness and efficiency. Ana-
lytical results for such tradeoffs are the foundation of de-
scription logic research; this effort focusses on empirical
runtime benefits at a lower level of control. Examples in-
clude supporting only the necessary direction of a class
expression or cardinality restrictions of solely 0 and 1.

• Domain-adapted algorithms.Similarly, this work is also
exploring automated compilation of reasoning algorithms
adapted to given domain structure. This effort is particu-
larly focused at specializing algorithms for non-standard
description logic inferences. The goal is to optimize
generic specifications of the algorithms based on the
known domain ontology and statements made in the in-
put. For example, some checks and components in most
specific class and least common subsumer induction may
be eliminated if the ontology and input adhere to certain
structure and limitations, e.g. acyclic instance data or a
finite, a priori vocabulary of classes.

• Database backends.It is likely that either of the above
approaches alone will be quickly overcome by the vol-

2http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-ref/

ume of elements in a repository. In particular, it will con-
sume large amounts of memory and involve quite large
data structures. To address this, these approaches are be-
ing combined and adapted to use database technology for
the underlying storage. This provides a persistent, out-of-
core, scalable knowledge base for repository reasoning.
In contrast to current work in this area, e.g. (Horrockset
al. 2004), the repository requires a more powerful input
language and must support a wider variety of inferences.

Conclusion
It is hoped in studying these approaches in the context of
design repositories that general methods and tools may be
developed to meet the challenges of large-scale knowledge
integration, reasoning, and management. This is a necessary
task in constructing knowledge repositories infrastructure to
support increasingly complex, distributed, and voluminous
scientific and engineering efforts in a variety of domains.

More information and previous publications are available
athttp://edge.cs.drexel.edu/assemblies/.
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